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Papillon™ Massager —
“Empowering Women’s Lives”
Counter Display (12) 0003-10-3
California Exotic Novelties® is pleased to
present this beautiful pre-packed counter
display containing 12 waterproof, powerful,
2-speed, ergonomically shaped massagers,
in conjunction with Living Beyond Breast
Cancer®, a non-profit organization 
supporting women affected by breast 
cancer. A portion of every sale of the
Papillon™ Massager will be donated to 
their vital cause. 2 AA batteries. 2”/5 cm.
Sold as a display only.
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Vibro Pod ™

Digital Music Butterfly
0004-20-3

Pump up the volume! Vibrating butterfly clitoral pump with
soft ticklers and powerful sucking action plugs into any MP3

player for rhythmic sensations to the beat of your favorite
tunes. Don’t have an MP3 player? Just switch to the 

8-function mode for 8 patterns of 
vibration, pulsation, and escalation.

Easy-to-use trigger pump,
flexible air hose, purge valve, and 
a non-slip Rubber-Cote™ battery 
pack with EZ touch push button 

controls. Extra long cords, a 
handy travel pouch, and full 

instructions included.
2 AAA batteries.

Vibro Pod ™

Digital Music Vibe
0004-30-3
Feel the beat! Vibro Pod™ Digital Music Vibe
may be used independently or with your MP3
player. Soft Rubber-Cote™ vibe dances to 
8 functions of vibration, pulsation,
and escalation. Includes extra 
long cord, handy travel 
pouch, and a 
convenient 
clothing clip.
2 AAA batteries.
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Plume™ Vibrating 
Faux Pen
0011-00-3
Beautiful, powerful, waterproof,
vibrating faux pen with discreet
pen gift box.
1 AAA battery.

Power Surfer ™

3.5”/9 cm
Amped 0027-10-3
Boogie 0027-20-3
Pipeline 0027-30-3
Spinner 0027-40-3
Surf your pleasure zones!

Multi-use, waterproof,
soft and pliable TPR,
scent-free vibrators 

with 3 powerful speeds.
EZ push button control.

Batteries included.

Whisper Micro-
Heated Bullet ™

Black 0044-03-2
Pink 0044-04-2
Purple 0044-14-2
Whisper quiet, soft Rubber-
Cote™, 2-speed micro-bullet
heats up with powerful 
vibrations. Ergonomic battery
pack with EZ push button 
control. 2 AA batteries.
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My Mini Vibe™

3.5”/9 cm
Nubby – Pink 0066-10-2 Nubby – Purple 0066-20-2
G-Spot – Pink 0066-30-2 G-Spot – Purple 0066-40-2

Plushy soft, high quality, waterproof mini vibes with 3-speed push 
button activation. Batteries included.

Rubber-Cote™

Remote Egg™

0080-04-3
New small size Rubber-Cote™

remote control egg with 
3 amazing speeds. 35’/11 m
range. Handy retrieval cord.

Batteries included.
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Pure Stud ™

5.5”/14 cm
Ivory 0132-01-3
Brown 0132-03-3
Incredible dual density
Pure Skin™ for life-like 
sensations!  Vibrating dong
is waterproof, pliable, with
a 3-speed push button 
control. 2 AA batteries.

MAX Vibrating
Cock & Balls™

7”/18 cm
0157-01-3

Finely detailed life-like
Futurotic® dong with an

impressive 2.25”/ 6 cm girth,
robust balls, powerful dual
multi-speed motors in the

shaft and balls, and a sturdy
suction cup base.

2 AA batteries.
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Triple Spoiler™

Pink 0389-04-2 Blue 0389-12-2 Purple 0389-14-2
So versatile! Soft, pliable, universal, multi-use probe.

Shane’s World ™

Stud 101™

5”/13 cm
Pink 0291-04-2
Purple 0291-14-2

Dual density Pure Skin™ dong
for the amazing feel of real
skin. 3 speeds of powerful
vibration, waterproof, and

push button activation.
2 AA batteries.
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Vibro Play™

4”/10 cm
Pink 0390-04-2
Purple 0390-14-2
Green 0390-15-2

Super slim, tiered, pliable probe with a 
waterproof, removable, unique self-activation,

push button mini-vibe and superior 
suction cup base. 1 AAA battery.

Power Probe™

4.5”/11 cm
Blue 0412-12-2
Purple 0412-14-2

Soft and pliable probe with an
angled power tip and flanged
base for perfect positioning.

4 powerful functions of 
vibration, pulsation,

and escalation.
3 AAA batteries.

TTMM
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Sassy Bendi ™

4”/10 cm
Curve – Pink 0416-65-2 Curve – Blue 0416-70-2
Pacifier – Blue 0416-75-2 Pacifier – Purple 0416-80-2
Bubble – Pink 0416-85-2 Bubble – Purple 0416-90-2

Soft, unique, flexible, pliable probes move and flex with you.
Superior suction base.
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Dual Magic Probe™

10.5”/27 cm
Smoke 0417-03-3
Pink 0417-04-3
Extra length for unlimited possibilities!
Exquisitely designed, versatile, graduated,
multi-use, pliable, and incredibly durable.

The Ultimate
Love Pacifier™

Teaser – Pink 0421-04-3
Teaser – Blue 0421-12-3
X-10 Beads – Black 0422-03-3 
X-10 Beads – Pink 0422-04-3
X-10 Beads – Purple 0422-14-3
Teardrop – Pink 0423-04-3
Teardrop – Purple 0423-14-3

Designed for pleasure! 
100% Silicone, durable,

multi-function probes with 
ergonomically shaped 

EZ-pull handles.
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Crystal Candy™

6”/15 cm
Rip-sicle 0486-10-3
G-licious 0486-20-3
Sleek, smooth, waterproof massagers
are seamless, powerful and multi-speed.
2 AA batteries.

Cushees™

Pink 0424-04-2
Blue 0424-12-2

Two for the price of one! Small – 3.25”/8 cm,
Large – 3.5”/9 cm. Soft, flexible, pliable

plugs with suction cup bases.

TTMM

Illusion Wand™

7.5”/19 cm
Passion 0502-10-2
Rapture 0502-20-2
Seduction 0502-30-2

Sensuous, silky smooth,
Rubber-Cote™, waterproof, seamless,

powerful, 5-function wands that
vibrate, pulsate, and escalate.

Easy push button control.
2 AA batteries.
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i9 Teaser™

7.5”/19 cm
Racer - White 0504-10-3
Racer - Pink 0504-20-3
Racer - Black 0504-30-3

By popular demand, these popular
waterproof vibes are now 9 functions

of vibration, pulsation, and escalation
with the touch of a button! Designer

high gloss finish. 2 AAA batteries.

i9 Teaser™

7.5”/19 cm
Scoop - Pink 0504-40-3
Scoop - Blue 0504-50-3
Scoop - Purple 0504-60-3
Exciter - Pink 0504-70-3
Exciter - Blue 0504-80-3
Exciter - Purple 0504-90-3

Perfect lover’s accessory! 
Soft Rubber-Cote™, super-slim,

waterproof, powerful, 9-function
vibes that vibrate, pulsate, and 

escalate with the push of a button.
2 AAA batteries.
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Charisma™

4.5”/11 cm
G – Black 0544-10-3
G – Violet 0544-20-3
Mini – Black 0544-30-3
Mini – Violet 0544-40-3

Discreet, compact, smooth, soft 
Rubber-Cote™ massagers are 

waterproof, powerful, and multi-speed.
1 AA battery.

Flirty Vibe™

7”/18 cm
Pink 0522-04-2
Purple 0522-14-2

Soft, smooth, and seamless Rubber-Cote™

vibrator with an enticingly ribbed head,
and unique pleasure pad for pinpoint

stimulation. Waterproof, multi-speed.
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Passion Wings™

0580-04-3
Intimately contoured, plushy soft 
butterfly with resonating passion

ticklers. Fully adjustable 
T-back. Batteries included.

Heart Throb™

0581-14-3
Slim, curved, soft, and pliable
waterproof pleasurizer with 
4 speeds of resonating vibrations.
2 AA batteries.

Purple Flirt ™

0628-14-3
Contoured for pleasure! Snuggly-soft

and comfortable stimulator is designed
to discreetly nestle and stimulate with

strategically placed beads and 
love nodules. Totally waterproof,

removable, multi-speed bullet provides
powerful vibrations.

Fully adjustable thong design.
Batteries included.
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Lovers’ Teaser™

3.5”/8.9 cm
0631-14-2
3 speed vibrating 
waterproof arouser with
soft stimulation nubs
strategically placed for
maximum sensations.
Push button control.
2 AA batteries.

Power Bunny™ 0645-10-2
Power Butterfly™ 0645-20-2      
Easy-to-use, self-contained, soft and
pliable waterproof jelly stimulator 
has 5 functions of vibration,
pulsation, and escalation.
Integrated strategically placed 
dual motors, bulbous textured shaft,
an ample head, fluttering stimulator,
one-touch control, and a 
handy nylon cord.
2 AA batteries.
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Passion Wave ™ Butterfly
0652-14-3
Intense sensations! Revolutionary technology creates 3-speeds of 
rolling motion up and down with reverse rotation of the smooth 
cushioned shaft, while the 3-speed vibrating butterfly resonates with
power. Waterproof, soft touch push button controls, LED lights,
and an EZ load battery pack. Patent pending. 4 AA batteries.

Passion Bee™

Pink 0654-04-3
Purple 0654-14-3

Soft and pliable jelly, bendable,
waterproof stimulator with

dual multi-speed motors.
2 AA batteries.

Purring Thrusting Panther™

0663-14-3
Get in touch with your wild side with this soft
and unscented multi-function stimulator. This
advanced controller has an amazing 9-speed
random thrusting function plus 9 speeds of
vibration, and 5 functions of pulsation and

escalation for maximum sensations. Rotating 
beaded head, automatic “off” during any 

function, and independent controls 
with LED lights. 4 AA batteries.
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The Ultimate Decadent ™

Bunny 0672-04-3
Indulgence 0672-10-3

Decadence has been taken to a new
level with this sleek, slimline, new

waterproof controller. 8 ascending 
levels of speed control plus 

3 functions of vibration, pulsation,
and escalation. Dual rotating 

patented bead design. Easy on/off 
button. Unscented, hygienically 

superior TPR. 3 AA batteries.
US patent # US007153004B2
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Impulse® Diva™

Dolphin (1 Row of Beads) 0697-10-3
Teaser (4 Rows of Beads) 0697-20-3
Release your inner Diva with these high quality,
soft and pliable, waterproof, slimline stimulators
with 7 powerful functions of vibration, pulsation,
and escalation plus 3 speeds of strategically
placed, non-jamming rotating beads. New easy to
operate streamlined push button controller with
LED lights. EZ load battery case.
3 AA batteries.

10 Function 
Impulse® Softee®

6”/15 cm
Satin 0716-15-3
Plush 0716-25-3
Splash 0716-35-3
10 incredible functions of vibration,
pulsation, and escalation! Satiny
soft jelly, waterproof, pliable 
massagers feature a memory 
chip that allows you to turn off the
vibrator, and later resume the
same function. EZ on/off push 
button controls. 2 AA batteries.

TTMM

TTMM
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Jelly Sparkle™

7”/18 cm
Scoop 0726-10-2
G Spot 0726-20-2
Super slim, jelly soft, sensuous, powerful,
waterproof, multi-speed, sparkled 
massagers with nubbies and ticklers 
in all the right places.
2 AA batteries.

Magic Swirl™

6”/15 cm
Lover 0737-10-2
Dreamer 0737-20-2

Sensually soft, textured jelly, waterproof,
multi-speed massagers. 2 AA batteries.

Tickle Me Soft ™

4”/10 cm
Pink 0741-04-2
Purple 0741-14-2
Soft, powerful, textured jelly 
stimulators with sensuous 
vibrating ticklers.
Waterproof, multi-speed.
2 AA batteries.
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Frosties™

7”/18 cm
ZigZag 0761-10-3
Streamer 0761-20-3
Twister 0761-30-3

Frosted matte finish 
in 3 sensual shapes.
Unscented, superior 

material.
Multi-speed.

2 AA batteries.

Tickle Teaser™

7.5”/19 cm
Pink 0762-04-2
Purple 0762-14-2
Ultra slim and powerful! 
Soft and flexible Silicone
tickler tip resonates with 
10 powerful functions of
vibration, pulsation, and
escalation. Non-slip grip,
waterproof, push button 
control cap, EZ on/off button,
and a handy retrieval cord
with heart pendant.
2 AAA batteries.

TTMM
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10-Function Flexi 
Clitoral Hummer™

7”/15 cm
Pink 0786-04-3
Purple 0786-14-3
Experience the ultimate in flexibility!
Jelly soft, waterproof, high quality 
stimulators with a uniquely designed
tip for pinpoint clitoral arousal.
10 powerful functions of vibration,
pulsation, and escalation with an 
EZ on/off push button control.
3 AAA batteries.

Futurotic® Play Pal™

6”/15 cm
The Probe 0867-10-3
The Wave 0867-20-3
Plushy soft Futurotic®,
waterproof, powerful,
3-speed massagers with 
push button control.
2 AA batteries.

TTMM
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Lisa Ann’s Pussy and Ass™

0895-01-3
Genuine cast of Lisa Ann’s luscious tight pussy and ass.
Soft, life-like Futurotic® material, hand painted and finished
to exacting detail. Dual multi-use removable bullets.
Contoured for EZ-stroke action! Powder included.
2 AA batteries.

Maximum 
Masturbator™

with Enhancer Ring
0957-01-3

Super soft, tight, and stretchy TPR
masturbator with an enhancer

attachment that easily slides from
the masturbator onto the penis, or

use it independently to maintain
that rock hard look.
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Just Lips™ 0958-10-3
Just Pussy™ 0958-20-3
Just Booty™ 0958-30-3

Any way you want it! Soft, tight,
stretchy and life-like Pure Skin™

masturbators with EZ grip handles.
No powder required!
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Multi-Function 
Maestro™ with 
Push Button Control
0966-12-3
Jelly soft, textured masturbator with a
removable mini-bullet with 4 functions
of vibration, pulsation, and escalation.
Ergonomic battery case, push button
control, and LED light.
2 AA batteries.

Ribbed Stroker™

0989-10-2
Soft, stretchy, reversible textured 

masturbator sleeve.

Jack-Off Pump™

Smoke 1016-03-3
Red 1016-11-3
Enhancement pumps 
with jelly soft textured
masturbation sleeve,
soft pumper bulb,
non-kinking flexible 
hose, and quick 
release valve.
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Master Gauge™

Penis Pump
1040-00-2
Brand new design! 
Hi-tech pump has an
easy-to-read built-in
gauge, clear vacuum 
tube with measures,
flexible non-crimping
hose, easy-to-use 
pumper handle, jelly 
soft donut ring for
comfort, and a quick
release valve for 
maximum results.

Pure Skin™ Pump Sleeves
Lips 1047-10-2
Pussy 1047-20-2
Universal 1047-30-2

Tight, stretchy, comfortable, and life-like
Pure Skin™ sleeves that fit most pump

cylinders. No powder required.
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Mini G Rock®

Pink 1058-00-3 Purple 1058-01-3
Compact and discreet vibrating Silicone pleasurizer is ergonomically

contoured for a woman’s body. Flexes for comfortable use and the
angled shape is designed for simultaneous G-Spot and clitoral 
stimulation. Waterproof vibrating stimulator with push button 

control removes for easy cleaning. Batteries included.

My Secret Buddy™

4”/10 cm
1060-04-3
Plushy soft and pliable, waterproof,
powerful, 4-speed vibrating probe
shaped for pleasure with sturdy suction
cup base. 2 AA batteries.

Silicone Bliss Vibe™

1080-00-3
100% Silicone! Perfectly shaped 

waterproof G-Spot stimulator with a
silky smooth shaft, 2 powerful vibration

speeds, 3 rows of heavy-duty non-
jamming beads with reversible rotation,
and double pleasure teasers for clitoral
stimulation. Soft touch controls and an
EZ load battery pack. 4 AAA batteries.
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Triple Teaser™

Pink 1087-04-2
Purple 1087-14-2
Orange 1087-19-2

Soft, pliable, 3-speed vibrators 
with front-to-back stimulation 

points are perfect for beginners,
as well as, advanced users.
Waterproof and unscented.

2 AAA batteries.

Interactive® Trio
Silver Bullets 1116-40-2
Pink Rubber-Cote™ Bullets 1116-50-2
Infinite possibilities for loving couples!
Rubber-Cote™ InterActive® power pack 
with dual controls drives three ultra 
powerful multi-speed bullets.
3 AA batteries.

Twin Pleasure Pak™

Pink 1119-04-2 Purple 1119-14-2
Double your pleasure! Soft, Rubber-Cote™, powerful, whisper

quiet, magic bullet and super-slim textured bullet have plug-in
jacks for interchangeable use. Ergonomically contoured 

controller with push 
button control.
2 AA batteries.
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Tickling Bill ™

Purple 1128-14-3
Orange 1128-19-3

Enjoy hours of fun with Tickling Bill’s
teasing “bill,” tickling tummy and

flapping tail. Super-soft material and 
3-speed push button activation.

Batteries included.

Pure Bliss™

3”/8 cm
Pink 1135-25-2
Purple 1135-35-2
Powerful, discreet, waterproof mini
massagers with tantalizing triple
vibrating teasers. Non-slip, one 
button activation.
Batteries included.

Elle™ 10-Function 
Clitoral Dancer™

Pink 1150-04-3
Purple 1150-14-3

Precise, pinpoint clitoral stimulation 
to the max! Just press the button and 

this whisper quiet, waterproof, soft 
Rubber-Cote™ massager 

surges with 10 functions
of vibration, pulsation,
and escalation. Instant 
on/off button, LED light,

and an ergonomic 
battery case.

2 AA batteries.

TTMM
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Super-Soft Plusheez™

Dolphin 1153-10-3
Tongue 1153-20-3
Hummer 1153-30-3
Increase intimacy with these 

plushy soft and pliable multi-use 
vibrating stimulators with powerful

multi-speed removable micro-bullet.
2 AA batteries.

7-Function Buddie™

Mini-Bullet 1156-10-2
Power Bullet 1156-20-2
Vibro-Egg 1156-30-2

Powerful, soft, Rubber-Cote™ stimulators designed in the 
most popular sizes for versatile use. 7 functions of vibration,

pulsation, and escalation. New smooth, sleek, and slim 
waterproof controller. EZ on/off switch, soft touch 

function button, and LED light. 2 AA batteries.

TTMM
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Candy Color Teasers™

Pink 1160-10-3
Yellow 1160-20-3
Orange 1160-30-3
Purple 1160-40-3

Soft and playful, 4 functions of
vibration and pulsation teasers.

3 AAA batteries.

Squiggle Pleasure Probe™

Frost                      1239-00-2
Pink                       1239-04-2
Blue                       1239-12-2
Sensuous curve design for amazing
sensations! Pleasure probes are 
graduated, pliable, and durable.
Sturdy retrieval handle.

Enchanted Pleasure Wand ™

Pink 1241-04-2
Purple 1241-14-2

Moves with you! Amazingly soft, slender,
waterproof, vibrating pleasure wand with 

graduated, textured, and ribbed design.
4 functions of vibration, pulsation, and 

escalation with a sturdy retrieval handle.
2 AA batteries.

TTMM
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Crystal Balls™

Heart 1295-10-3
Butterfly 1295-20-3

Hand blown, .75”/2 cm glass 
duotone pleasure balls in a heart

shaped storage case. Sensual,
smooth, and discreet. Perfect 

to add to a Kegelmaster®

routine or on their own.

Silver Balls in
Presentation Box
1305-05-3
Multi-use weighted balls.

Support Girth Ring™

Ivory 1423-01-3
Black 1423-03-3

Pure Silicone! Pliable enhancer is
designed to support, add girth, and
assists in maintaining an erection.

Soft pleasure nodes for 
added stimulation.

The Perfect Tie™

Clear 1433-10-3
Black 1433-20-3
Soft, smooth, stretchy,

comfortable Silicone enhancer.
Trim to fit or tie it twice.
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Cock Commander™

1462-00-3
Textured dual ring enhancer with

powerful, waterproof, top 
loading micro-bullet.

Batteries included.

Teaser Tongue 
Enhancer™

1463-04-3
The perfect lover’s tool! 

Soft, pliable, and supportive
enhancement ring for him and an

amazing flickering tongue that 
will drive her wild. Powerful 

3-speed, wireless, waterproof,
removable stimulator.

Batteries included.

T-Licious Ring™

1464-00-3
Intimate design! Enhances and adds
girth plus shaft support. Removable
waterproof push button stimulator.

Batteries included.
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Bigger and Better 
Hot Rod Enhancer™

Clear 1605-10-2
Smoke 1605-20-2

Our best selling Hot Rod Enhancer 
just got better! 40% larger than 
the original, super-stretchy and

comfortable to add that “snug 
feeling” for you and your partner.

Vibrating “O” Sleeve™

1629-01-3
Soft and stretchy enhancer sleeve provides 

support and sensations for him, while a 
removable, body contact activated,

vibration head provides an incredible 
“O” for her. Batteries included.

Lover’s Cage™

1628-04-3
Intricately designed, super-stretchy,
comfortable enhancer with micro 
stimulator. Batteries included.
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Vibro Flipper™

1804-12-3
Super stretchy, comfortable, high
quality enhancer provides dual 
support for him, and a fluttering
vibrating stimulator with ticklers
adds powerful sensations for her.
Includes a removable waterproof
micro-bullet with push-button 
control. Batteries included.

Pink Heart Mini-Ring™

1807-04-2
Small but powerful mini-enhancer
with textured hearts to stimulate
him and her. Discreet micro 
stimulator. Batteries included.

Mr. Stud™ Love Doll
1923-01-3
Life-like doll with 8”/20 cm penis and
4-color face.
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Sexy Cabbie™ Love Doll
1945-10-3
Love doll with beautiful 3-D 
mannequin face, blonde hair,
kissable lips, perky breasts,
2 love passages, and a 
removable cabbie outfit.

California Girl ™ Love Doll
1945-30-3

Love doll with realistic 3-D face,
flowing blonde hair, perfect 

breasts, and a removable pink 
bikini. 2 love passages.
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Miracle Massager™

Accessory
2090-20-2
Textured soft jelly probe with dual
tantalizers for triple stimulation fits
securely on the Miracle Massager™.

Vibrato™

6”/15 cm
Energico – Pink 2106-10-3
Cadenza – Purple 2106-20-3
Allegro – Orange 2106-30-3
Gavotte – Green 2106-40-3

Perfectly sized, innovatively shaped,
multi-speed, waterproof massagers

with soft Rubber-Cote™.
2 AAA batteries.

Micro Touch Massager™

3.5”/9 cm
Blue 2120-40-2 Pink 2120-50-2 Purple 2120-60-2
Superior quality soft TPR inlay ticklers adorn this discreet, powerful,
waterproof massager. 1 AAA battery.

My Private “O” ™

3”/8 cm
Blue 2120-10-2 Pink 2120-20-2 Purple 2120-30-2
Power packed! Incredible waterproof, push button discreet massager

with superior quality designer TPR inlay. 1 AAA battery.
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Peni Flapper™

Pink 2416-04-2
Purple 2416-14-2
Pull the string and watch 
him wave and flap!

Peni Flexi Party Straws™

2424-30-2
4 bendable party straws.

Peni Party Game™

2469-00-2
Scramble the Peni 
image and put him 
back together!

Let’s Party™! Happy Penis Partyware™

Cups (8) 2488-10-2
Plates - Dessert Size (8) 2488-20-2
Plates - Dinner Size (8) 2488-30-2
Napkins (8) 2488-40-2
Table Cloth (1) 2488-50-2 
6’ x 4.3’/1.8m x 1.3m
Everything you need for a 
great Bachelorette party!
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Sweet Seduction™

2525-00-3
Sexy and sensuous, fun and explicit, Sweet
Seduction™ is an unforgettable couples game of
love, sex, knowledge, and romance. For 2 adult
players. Includes: 54 Sweet Seduction cards,
rule sheet, and instructions.

Encounters™

2526-00-3
Sexually challenge yourselves, as a couple, to 
find out just how far, when and where you will go
for uninhibited sex. Compete with other couples to
find out who is the bravest, the hottest, the horniest,
the kinkiest, or simply the most competitive.
For 1 or more adult couples. Includes: 50 location
cards, 1 levels card, 1 kink activity card, rule book,
and instructions.

Pair Up!™

2527-00-3
Fun and easy to play couple game that lets lovers
use their passion (and their memory) to gain
romantic and sexy rewards for themselves and
their partner by matching cards in three exciting
categories: Romancing the Relationship, Wild and
Hot, and Passion and Pleasure. For 2 adult 
players. Includes: 54 Pair Up™ cards, rule sheet,
instructions.
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Entice! ™

2528-00-3
Be the first to move
around the Entice Game
Board to the Climax
Finish Space by 
answering questions
about sex, romance,
and relationships.
For 2 adult players.
Includes: 55 purple
“Male Entice” cards,
55 green “Female Entice”
cards, 25 red “Get Hot”
cards, game board,
2 playing pawns,
1 six-sided die,
rule sheet and 
full instructions.

Intimate Dares™

2529-00-3
Intimate Dares is a risque’ card game that not only 

challenges your card skills, but tests your willingness to
get down and dirty with lusty tasks and uninhibited dares!

Opens the door to hours of naughty, sexy fun with 
your friends and
lovers! For 2 or

more adult couples.
Includes: 1 Intimate
Dares Playing Deck,

1 Deck of Dare
cards, rule sheet 

and full 
instructions.

Jacks & Jills™

2530-00-3
The sexy and fun adult card game where the object is to be
the first to get rid of all the cards in your hand and avoid
“penalty points.” Play the “Climbing the Hill” strip version,
or the “Fetch a Pail” drinking version…either way, it’s loads
of naughty fun! For 2 or more adult players. Includes: 
108 Jacks & Jills cards, rule sheet and complete instructions.
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Plushy Gear™

Luxurious, velvety soft,
padded, double-stitched,
comfortable, adjustable
playful accessories.
Lover’s Ball Gag
2660-10-3
Wrist Cuffs
2660-20-3
Ankle Cuffs
2660-30-3
Lover’s Harness
2660-40-3

Nipplettes™

Pink 2589-04-3
Purple 2589-14-3
Powerful, self-contained,

waterproof, smooth and seamless
Rubber-Cote™ vibrating nipple

clamps. Fully adjustable for comfort
and fit. Push button activation.

Batteries included.
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Lover’s Headgear™

Designer eye masks with ball gags. Velvety
soft, lined, padded, adjustable masks with

natural rubber balls.

Eye Mask with Ball Gag
Black 2736-03-3
Red 2736-11-3

Advanced Eye Mask with Ball Gag
Black 2737-03-3
Red 2737-11-3
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Party Time™

Bunny Ears
& Cottontail

White with Black Trim
2744-10-3

White with Pink Trim
2744-20-3

Sassy and seductive bunny
ears that flex to the perfect

position, plus a stretch-to-fit
sexy G-string with playful

bunny tail.

Gina Lynn™ Tush Teaser™

4.5”/11 cm
Pink 3003-04-2
Purple 3003-14-2

Soft, sturdy, graduated, pliable,
multi-speed probe with 

a secure suction cup.
2 AA batteries.

Twinkle™ Lover’s Riding Crop
Pink Star 2775-04-2 Silver Star 2775-05-2
Red Heart 2775-11-2 Purple Heart 2775-14-2
Festive and sturdy riding crops with ribbed handles.
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Gina Lynn™ G-Spot Arouser™

Pink 3008-04-2
Purple 3008-14-2

Jelly soft, multi-speed, waterproof
arouser is ergonomically designed 

with vibrating clitoral ticklers 
for added sensations, and 

a perfectly angled probe 
for G-Spot stimulation.

1 AA battery.Gina Lynn™

Pink Harness 
with Stud®

3016-04-3
Plushy soft, padded, double-
stitched, secure, 4-snap universal
harness with non-chafing, fully
adjustable waist and thigh straps
and a hidden pocket for an 
optional stimulator (not included).
Includes a superior quality 
7.5”/19cm dong.

Gina Lynn™ Glitter Dual Probe™

7.25”/18 cm
Pink 3017-04-2
Purple 3017-14-2

Super slim, uniquely shaped soft 
and pliable multi-use glittered probes.
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Casey’s™ Lil’ Teaser
3”/8 cm

3031-04-2
Convenient hand held, self-contained 

waterproof stimulator. Batteries included.

Casey’s™ Pink Power™

6”/15 cm
The Plunge 3032-10-2
My G-Play 3032-20-2
Super soft, powerful, waterproof
massagers with sensual ridges 
and a  removable sleeve for easy
cleaning. Multi-speed.
2 AAA batteries.

Casey’s™

On-The-Go Vibe™

Swirligirl 3033-10-2
Sweetheart 3033-20-2
Compact, soft and sensual,

multi-speed, waterproof
dual stimulator.

1 AA battery.
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Casey’s™

Petite Beads™

Pink 3040-04-2
Blue 3040-12-2
Purple 3040-14-2
Soft, smooth and 
seamless pleasure 
beads with EZ clean
retrieval cord.

Sensual Attire
Decadence™

Break-Away Triangle 
Top & Panty Skirt

4068-70-3

Mesh Teddy & 
Break-Away Panty

4068-80-3

Erotique ®

Pink & White 
Peek-A-Boo Bikini
4069-10-3

Pink & White 
Barely There Tuxedo
4069-20-3
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Dr. Joel Kaplan®

Vibrating Angled Probe™

6”/15 cm
5637-03-2

Slim, pliable, vibrating probe has 
a perfectly angled tip for prostate

or G-Spot stimulation. Powerful 
2-speed ergonomic controller with

plug-in jack, and a sturdy 
suction cup base.

2 AA batteries.

®

TTMM

Dr. Joel Kaplan®

5-Function 
Prostate Stimulator™

6.5”/17 cm
5644-03-2
Stimulator with ergonomic ridges and an angled
tip for pinpoint prostate stimulation. 5 powerful
functions of vibration, pulsation, and escalation.
Waterproof, seamless, smooth Rubber-Cote™

finish, and an easy to use push 
button control. 2 AA batteries.

Dr. Joel Kaplan®

Power Probe™

4.5”/11 cm
Missile 5645-10-2
Prostate 5645-20-2

Pure Silicone, ergonomically shaped,
powerful, 2-speed massagers with push 

button controls and a non-slip grip.
Waterproof. 1 AA battery.

TTMM
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Honeysuckle™

Teaser 3”/8 cm 1 Speed
(Battery included) 5799-10-3

Bud 6”/15 cm 3 Speeds
(2 AAA batteries) 5799-20-3

G 6”/15 cm 3 Speeds
(2 AAA batteries) 5799-30-3

New dual textures! Versatile, sensually soft,
pliable, waterproof, powerful massagers 

with delicately textured pleasure nubs.
EZ push button and non-slip grip.
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COLT® Leather
Cock and Ball Straps

Soft and Supple, High Quality, Hand 
Double Stitched, Secure Snaps.

Double Wide Strap
(1.5”/4 cm wide) 6843-10-2

Adjustable 3-Snap
(.75”/2 cm wide) 6843-20-2

Adjustable 5-Snap
(.75”/2 cm wide) 6843-30-2

8-Snap Fastener
(.75”/2 cm wide) 6843-40-2

H-Piece Divider
(3 Snap Ball Spreader) 6843-50-2

Cock and Ball Domed Strap
6843-60-2

COLT®

Luke Garrett Cock™

6831-01-3
Genuine cast of Luke Garrett! 

8.25”/22 cm in length, with an ample
girth. Better-Than-Real® Plus 
material is hand finished and 

colored for exacting detail.
Sturdy suction cup base and 

premium storage bag.
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COLT® The Guyser™

Anal Douche
6874-00-3
Easy to assemble, clean, and use.
Reusable douche with a soft 
TPR tip for firm comfort, and 
an EZ squeeze bulb.

COLT®

Beaded Stroker
6882-03-3

Super tight, soft, and
stretchy masturbator

with 2 rows of 
strategically placed

power beads for 
stimulation, and a 

ribbed chamber for 
superior suction.

COLT®

10-Function Vibes
7”/18 cm
Buzz Rider 6903-10-3
Pulse Rod 6903-20-3
Power packed! Pliable, yet 
firm waterproof jelly vibrators
with 10 functions of 
vibration, pulsation, and 
escalation. Push button 
control with EZ on/off feature.
2 AA batteries.

TTMM
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Teagan’s Sensuous Love Doll ™

7018-01-3
Life-like vibrating love doll with jointed arms with orbital sockets for
movement in all directions, voluptuous breasts, sumptuous Futurotic®

mouth with full lips, soft Futurotic® pussy and ass with textured tunnel
and wireless vibrations, full mannequin head with long flowing
blonde hair, life-like hands and feet with painted nails, and an

almost seamless construction. Includes air pump, wireless 
micro-stimulator, powder, and repair kit.

Holds up to 330 lbs/150 kg. Batteries included.
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Sophia’s 
Magical Dragon™

Red 7656-11-3
Blue 7656-12-3
Powerful slimline design with 
4 rows of reverse rotating metal
beads and a magical dragon.
3 speeds of rotation and 
3 speeds of vibration.
Waterproof, superior 
TPR material, EZ load battery
pack. 3 AA batteries.

Shay’s Ribbed Lover™

6” / 15 cm
Pink 7622-04-2
Purple 7622-14-2

Sensually ribbed, soft, pliable,
high quality, TPR massagers are

waterproof, multi-speed, and ridged
for added stimulation.

2 AA batteries.
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Super Head Honcho™

9573-10-3
The best just got better! Head Honcho™

was voted “Toy of the Year” by Sue
Johanson’s viewers, so this advanced
model takes this winning design to a

whole new level! With 3 powerful and
tight suction chambers, high quality

stretchy TPR material, and a full 6”/15 cm
length, Super Head Honcho™ is 

destined for greatness.

Dr. Laura Berman™

Intimate Basics™

Dr. Laura Berman has
been working as a sex
educator, author and 
therapist for over a
decade and now runs the

Berman Center® in Chicago, a state-of-
the-art facility for sexual health using a
mind-body perspective. Ergonomic designs,
quiet devices, and clear instructions 
are the hallmark of the line.

Phoebe™— Rechargeable
Oscillating and Vibrating
Massager with 4
Interchangeable Heads
9707-14-2
Customize your pleasure! Powerful,
rechargeable massager has an easy to
use slide control that adjusts the extra
wide pleasure disc for optimum 
oscillating and vibrating action.
4 interchangeable and versatile 
Silicone attachments are included that
screw in for secure use. Holds charge 
for over one hour. Recharger included.
110/120 Volt AC.
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Juno™— Weighted Pelvic Exerciser
6.5”/17 cm
9710-10-2

Kegel style exerciser made of smooth seamless
Lucite® with increasing weights for the woman who

wants to continuously strengthen her PC muscle.

Isis™— Beginning Pelvic Exerciser
6”/15 cm
9710-20-2
Perfect for beginners! Isis™ is a small and sleek Kegel style
exerciser that’s easy-to-use. Smooth and seamless Lucite®.

Thor™— 4-Function Dong
6.5”/17 cm
9723-14-2

Uniquely shaped, pliable TPR dong has 4 powerful
functions of vibration, pulsation, and escalation.

Waterproof, suction cup base. 2 AA batteries.

Nefertiti ™— Waterproof 
Massaging Bullet
9729-14-2
Sleek, discreet, quiet and powerful waterproof
massaging bullet with extra-long nylon retrieval
cord. Batteries included.

TTMM
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Athena™— Waterproof Mini-Massager
4”/10 cm

9730-14-2
Discreet, powerful, waterproof massager with 
4 interchangeable soft TPR tips. 1 AA battery.

Romeo™— Waterproof 
G-Spot Stimulator
5.75”/17 cm
9732-10-2
Ergonomically designed, ultra-powerful, quiet,
waterproof, multi-speed G-spot stimulator.
2 AAA batteries.

Juliet™— Waterproof Clitoral Encaser™

6”/15 cm
9732-20-2

Designed to target the clitoris and surrounding area. Ultra
powerful, quiet, multi-speed, and waterproof. 2 AAA batteries.

Lina™— Vibrating
Pen with Sleeve

6”/15 cm
9733-00-2

Vibrating pen with high
grade TPR tickler sleeve
and vibrating nodes not
only provides maximum

pleasure, but it writes 
as well! Discreet 

and powerful.
Batteries included.
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Pomona™— 
Palm Sized Massager
4”/10 cm
9734-14-2
Exclusive design! Massager fits the contour of the
hand with a soft, smooth pleasure point at the tip,
and an EZ grip Silicone palm pad.
2 powerful speeds with an EZ on/off switch.
2 AA batteries.

Ruby ™— Hand Blown Glass Probe
7” / 18 cm
9758-00-2
Smooth, seamless, high quality, durable, 100% hand
blown glass probe has a curved tip that’s ideal for
G-spot stimulation.

Eden™— Stretchy Masturbator
with Ribbed Chamber

9765-00-3
Tight, stretchy, clear, TPR masturbator 

with ribbed inner chamber for incredible
sensations. Convenient handle for easy 
up-and-down movement and dexterity.

Hestia™— Double Sided Massager
7”/18 cm

9736-14-2
Powerful dual motors with an easy on/off switch.

3 AAA batteries.
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